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At Bertram’s Hotel the intrepid Miss Marple, on holiday
in London, must solve a deadly mystery at the end of a
chain of very violent events. An old-fashioned London
hotel is not quite as reputable as it makes out to be.…
When Miss Marple comes up from the country for a
holiday in London, she finds what she’s looking for at
Bertram’s Hotel: traditional decor, impeccable service,
and an unmistakable atmosphere of danger behind the
highly-polished veneer. Yet, not even Miss Marple can
foresee the violent chain of events set in motion when an
eccentric guest makes his way to the airport on the
wrong day.…
The definitive companion to the MISS MARPLE novels,
short stories, films and TV appearances, now revised
and updated.
Previously published in the print anthology Double Sin
and Other Stories. The lady of the house at
Greenshaw’s Folly is murdered in the midst of drawing
up her will.
In utter disbelief, Miss Marple read the letter addressed
to her from the recently deceased Mr. Rafiel—an
acquaintance she had met briefly on her travels. He had
left instructions for her to investigate a crime after his
death. The only problem was, he had failed to tell her
who was involved or where and when the crime had
been committed. It was most intriguing. Soon she is
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faced with a new crime—the ultimate crime—murder. It
seems someone is adamant that past evils remained
buried. . . .
A man is shot at in a juvenile reform home - but
someone else dies... Miss Marple senses danger when
she visits a friend living in a Victorian mansion which
doubles as a rehabilitiation centre for delinquents. Her
fears are confirmed when a youth fires a revolver at the
administrator, Lewis Serrocold. Neither is injured. But a
mysterious visitor, Mr Gilbrandsen, is less fortunate shot dead simultaneously in another part of the building.
Pure coincidence? Miss Marple thinks not, and vows to
discover the real reason for Mr Gilbrandsen's visit.
Miss Marple featured in 20 short stories, published in a
number of different collections in Britain and America.
Presented here in their order of publication, Miss Marple
uses her unique insight to deduce the truth about a
series of unsolved crimes.
A quiet English village is plagued by a fiendish serial
killer in Queen of Mystery Agatha Christie’s classic
thriller, Murder is Easy. Luke Fitzwilliam does not believe
Miss Pinkerton’s wild allegation that a multiple murderer
is at work in the quiet English village of Wychwood and
that her local doctor is next in line. But within hours, Miss
Pinkerton has been killed in a hit-and-run car accident.
Mere coincidence? Luke is inclined to think so—until he
reads in the Times of the unexpected demise of
Wychwood’s Dr. Humbleby.…
A handful of grain is found in the pocket of a murdered
businessman...Rex Fortescue, king of a financial empire,
was sipping tea in his 'counting house' when he suffered
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an agonising and sudden death. On later inspection, the
pockets of the deceased were found to contain traces of
cereals.Yet, it was the incident in the parlour which
confirmed Jane Marple's suspicion that here she was
looking at a case of crime by rhyme...
Did you know that one of the world’s sharpest and most
forensic minds inhabited the persona of an attractive old
lady, with pink cheeks and blue eyes, and a gentle,
rather fussy manner? Discover the secrets of Miss
Marple in this gorgeous book of her quotes and sayings,
and an essay by Agatha Christie appearing for the first
time in any book!
Brings together three of Miss Jane Marple's most
celebrated cases: A Murder is Announced, The Body in
the Library, and Murder with Mirrors
In Agatha Christie’s classic mystery 4:50 From
Paddington, a woman in one train witnesses a murder
occurring in another passing one…and only Miss Marple
believes her story. For an instant the two trains ran side
by side. In that frozen moment, Elspeth McGillicuddy
stared helplessly out of her carriage window as a man
tightened his grip around a woman's throat. The body
crumpled. Then the other train drew away. But who,
apart from Mrs. McGillicuddy's friend Jane Marple, would
take her story seriously? After all, there are no other
witnesses, no suspects, and no case -- for there is no
corpse, and no one is missing. Miss Marple asks her
highly efficient and intelligent young friend Lucy
Eyelesbarrow to infiltrate the Crackenthorpe family, who
seem to be at the heart of the mystery, and help unmask
a murderer.
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Soon after Gwenda moved into her new home, odd
things started to happen. Despite her best efforts to
modernize the house, she only succeeded in dredging
up its past. Worse, she felt an irrational sense of terror
every time she climbed the stairs. In fear, Gwenda
turned to Miss Marple to exorcise her ghosts. Between
them, they were to solve a “perfect” crime committed
many years before.
Miss Marple: The Complete Short Stories gathers
together in one magnificent volume all of Agatha
Christie’s short stories featuring her beloved intrepid
investigator, Miss Marple. It’s an unparalleled
compendium of murder, mayhem, mystery, and detection
that represents some of the finest short form fiction in the
crime fiction field, and is an essential omnibus for
Christie fans. Described by her friend Dolly Bantry as
“the typical old maid of fiction,” Miss Marple has lived
almost her entire life in the sleepy hamlet of St. Mary
Mead. Yet, by observing village life she has gained an
unparalleled insight into human nature—and used it to
devastating effect. As her friend Sir Henry Clithering, the
ex-Commissioner of Scotland Yard, has been heard to
say: “She’s just the finest detective God ever
made”—and many Agatha Christie fans would agree.
Soon to be a Prime original limited series premiering
March 13, 2020, starring Rufus Sewell and Kaya
Scodelario! In the classic mystery by Queen of Mystery
Agatha Christie, an elderly priest is murdered, quite
possibly doomed by a woman’s deathbed confession
and by the secrets kept safely locked behind closed
doors of a mysterious local pub. When an elderly priest
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is murdered, the killer searches the victim so roughly that
his already ragged cassock is torn in the process. What
was the killer looking for? And what had a dying woman
confided to the priest on her deathbed only hours
earlier? Mark Easterbrook and his sidekick Ginger
Corrigan are determined to find out. Maybe the three
women who run The Pale Horse public house, and who
are rumored to practice the “Dark Arts,” can provide
some answers?
Miss Marple receives a postcard from the recently
deceased Mr. Jason Rafiel, a millionaire whom she had
met during a Caribbean holiday and who had been her
greatest ally in solving a murder. He has left instructions
for investigating an unspecified crime after his death. If
she succeeds in solving it, she will inherit £20,000. Mr.
Rafiel hasn?t provided her with any details, but he has
left her instructions to go on a vacation he has planned
for her with a tour group traveling by bus through
England and visiting historic homes and gardens. Now,
Miss Marple is faced with the ultimate crime ? murder.
Someone is quite determined that the past should
remain buried. In Nemesis, Miss Marple must solve a
crime that not only has no body, no weapon, and no
suspects, but no evidence that a crime has even been
committed. All she has to go on is one single word:
nemesis.
Miss Jane Marple is throwing a party, and the guests all
have a story to tell--thirteen in all--each involving evil
deeds and clever deduction. Reissue.
Miss Marple: The Complete Story Collection gathers
together in one magnificent volume all of Agatha
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Christie’s short stories featuring her beloved intrepid
investigator, Miss Marple. It’s an unparalleled
compendium of murder, mayhem, mystery, and detection
that represents some of the finest short form fiction in the
crime fiction field, and is an essential omnibus for
Christie fans. Described by her friend Dolly Bantry as
“the typical old maid of fiction,” Miss Marple has lived
almost her entire life in the sleepy hamlet of St. Mary
Mead. Yet, by observing village life she has gained an
unparalleled insight into human nature—and used it to
devastating effect. As her friend Sir Henry Clithering, the
ex-Commissioner of Scotland Yard, has been heard to
say: “She’s just the finest detective God ever
made”—and many Agatha Christie fans would agree.
The complete eBook collection of all thirteen Miss Marple
mysteries including the short stories by the Queen of
Mystery herself, Agatha Christie, including The Murder at
the Vicarage, The Body in the Library, The Moving
Finger, A Murder is Announced, They Do It With Mirrors,
A Pocketful of Rye, 4:50 from Paddington, The Mirror
Crack'd from Side to Side, A Caribbean Mystery, At
Bertram's Hotel, Nemesis, Sleeping Murder, and Miss
Marple: The Complete Short Stories.
Despite the title, the stories collected here recount cases
from the middle of Miss Marple's career. They are:
'Sanctuary'; 'Strange Jest'; 'Tape-Measure Murder'; 'The
Case of the Caretaker'; 'The Case of the Perfect Maid';
'Miss Marple Tells a Story'; 'The Dressmaker's Doll'; 'In a
Glass Darkly'; 'Greenshaw's Folly.'
When Tommy and Tuppence go to visit elderly Aunt Ada
in her nursing home, they think nothing of her mistrust of
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the doctors; after all, Ada is a very difficult old lady. But
when another resident, Mrs Lancaster, starts talking to
Tuppence about there being something behind the
fireplace, Tuppence is strangely disturbed. And when
they return to Sunny Ridge to find that Mrs Lancaster
has gone, Tommy and Tuppence find themselves caught
up in a spine-chilling adventure which could spell death
for either of them ...
The Tuesday Night Club is a venue where locals
challenge Miss Marple to solve recent crimes...
Here are five of the ever-shrewd Miss Marple's most
intriguing cases. Includes The Mirror Crack'd, A
Caribbean Mystery, Nemesis, The Body in the Library
and What Mrs. McGillicuddy Saw.
The Sittaford Mystery is Dame Agatha at her most
intriguing, as a séance in a snowbound house predicts a
particularly grisly murder. In a remote house in the
middle of Dartmoor, six shadowy figures huddle around a
table for a seance. Tension rises as the spirits spell out a
chilling message: "Captain Trevelyan . . . dead . . .
murder." Is this black magic or simply a macabre joke?
The only way to be certain is to locate Captain
Trevelyan. Unfortunately, his home is six miles away
and, with snowdrifts blocking the roads, someone will
have to make the journey on foot. . . .
A collection of Miss Marple mysteries, plus some bonus
short stories... First, the mystery man in the church with
a bullet-wound... then, the riddle of a dead man's buried
treasure... the curious conduct oif a caretaker after a
fatal riding accident... the corpse and a tape-measure...
the girl framed for theft... and the suspect accused of
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stabbing his wife with a dagger. Six gripping cases with
one thing in common - the astonishing deductive powers
of Miss Marple. Also includes two non-Marple mysteries,
'The Dressmaker's Doll' and 'In a Glass Darkly'.
When the Parson declares rather carelessly 'Anyone
who murdered Colonel Prothero would be doing the
world at large a service !', he does not realise his words
will come back to haunt him. From several potential
murderers, Miss Marple must find the real killer
Dying to read Agatha Christie for the first time or to reread one of her classic mysteries but don’t know where
to start? This fully authorized and comprehensive guide
to the Queen of Mystery includes an introduction by
award-winning Agatha Christie expert John Curran with
features on each of her classic detectives including Miss
Marple, Hercule Poirot and Tommy & Tuppence; guides
to reading each of her series and her stand-alone novels;
and an A to Z of Agatha Christie. Interspersed
throughout are quotes from Christie, a list of the Christie
novels that were her personal favorites and three of her
classic short stories: The Affair at the Victory Ball,
Greenshaw’s Folly and A Fairy in the Flat. Clues to
Christie Table of Contents: “Agatha Christie: An
Introduction” by John Curran; The Hercule Poirot
Mysteries; “The Affair at the Victory Ball”; The Miss
Marple Mysteries; “Greenshaw’s Folly”; The Tommy
and Tuppence Mysteries; “A Fairy in the Flat”; Agatha
Christie’s Stand-Alone Mysteries and Short-Story
Collections; The Queen of Mystery’s Personal Favorites;
Ten Other Ways to Read Agatha Christie; “On Agatha
Christie and Poisons”; The A to Z of Agatha Christie
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During the interwar “golden age” of British detective
fiction, women writers like Dorothy L. Sayers and Agatha
Christie reigned, but their work remains tame compared
to today’s crime novels. Elements of sexuality and
gender, including soft porn and sexual psychopathy,
pervade contemporary detective fiction. The 10 essays in
this collection explore issues of gender and sexuality in
crime writing by women from 1985 to 2011, surveying
works about girl sleuths, parodies, hard-boiled detective
fiction, police procedurals, and recent serial killer series.
They examine the relationship between genre and
gender and explore how later works enter into a field of
“post-feminism.” Most importantly, this volume
demonstrates how popular women writers of the last
three decades have reconceptualized what it means to
be a female detective.

Previously published in the print anthology The
Thirteen Problems. At a health resort, Miss Marple
becomes suspicious that a man she meets is
planning on murdering his wife.
At a meeting of the Tuesday Club, the members ask
Miss Marple to find the solutions for strange and
baffling mysteries.
The Murder at the Vicarage is Agatha Christie’s first
mystery to feature the beloved investigator Miss
Marple—as a dead body in a clergyman’s study
proves to the indomitable sleuth that no place, holy
or otherwise, is a sanctuary from homicide. Miss
Marple encounters a compelling murder mystery in
the sleepy little village of St. Mary Mead, where
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under the seemingly peaceful exterior of an English
country village lurks intrigue, guilt, deception and
death. Colonel Protheroe, local magistrate and
overbearing land-owner is the most detested man in
the village. Everyone--even in the vicar--wishes he
were dead. And very soon he is--shot in the head in
the vicar's own study. Faced with a surfeit of
suspects, only the inscrutable Miss Marple can
unravel the tangled web of clues that will lead to the
unmasking of the killer.
An omnibus of 55 short stories, presented for the
first time in chronological order.
Agatha Christie’s famous Miss Marple mystery,
reissued with a striking cover designed to appeal to
the latest generation of Agatha Christie fans and
book lovers.
The first three full-length Miss Marple novels, set
before and during the Second World War, see the
world's most accomplished amateur sleuth
unravelling the dark side of human nature to uncover
three cases of Murder Most Foul!
A brand new omnibus of 55 short stories, presented
for the first time in chronological order. Described by
her friend Dolly Bantry as ' the typical old maid of
fiction', Miss Marple has lived almost her entire life in
the sleepy hamlet of St Mary Mead. Yet, by
observing village life she has gained an unparalleled
insight into human nature - and used it to devasting
effect. As her friend Sir Henry Clithering, the exPage 10/13
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Commissioner of Scotland Yard has been heard to
say: 'She's just the finest detective God ever made.' and many Agatha Christie fans would agree.
Appearing for the first time in The Murder at The
Vicarage (1930) her crime-fighting career spanned
over forty years when she solved her final case in
1977 in Sleeping Murder. With every tale flawlessly
plotted by the Queen of Crime herself, these short
stories provide a feast for hardened Agatha Christie
addicts as well as those who have grown to love the
detective through her many film and television
appearances. Here, for the first time, more than 50
of Agatha Christie's mini masterpieces have been
collected together in one volume, perfectly
illustrating the true breadth of her talent. As well as
every story featuring Miss Marple, the book includes
additional stand-alone tales, from macabre tales of
the supernatural, through suspense-ridden
mysteries, to heart-stopping cases of murder.
Lymstock is a town with more than its share of
shameful secrets—a town where even a sudden
outbreak of anonymous hate mail causes only a
minor stir. But all that changes when one of the
recipients, Mrs. Symmington, commits suicide. Her
final note says “I can’t go on,” but Miss Marple
questions the coroner’s verdict of suicide. Soon
nobody is sure of anyone—as secrets stop being
shameful and start becoming deadly.
Originally published in 1991, Reflecting on Miss
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Marple looks at the incongruous combination of
violence, murder and a sweet, white-haired old lady,
and examines why this makes such a potent but
unlikely formula. The book is an astute and engaging
account which reveals Miss Marple as a feminist
heroine, triumphantly able to exploit contemporary
prejudices against unmarried women in order to
solve her case. The authors explore the inherent
contradictions of Agatha Christie’s Miss Marple
novels, their social context, and their place in
detective fiction as a whole.
The villagers of Chipping Cleghorn are agog with
curiosity when the Gazette advertises “A murder is
announced and will take place on Friday, October 29th,
at Little Paddocks at 6.30 p.m.” A childish practical joke?
Or a spiteful hoax? Unable to resist the mysterious
invitation, the locals arrive at Little Paddocks at the
appointed time when, without warning, the lights go out
and a gun is fired. When they come back on, a
gruesome scene is revealed. An impossible crime? Only
Miss Marple can unravel it.
The deserved rest of Colonel Bantry and his wife
Dorothy is suddenly interrupted by the alarming news
brought by the maid: they have found the corpse of a
young woman in the library. Suddenly, the life of the
retired soldier turns around, becoming a victim of the
gossip and gossip that circulates about such a sad event
that has shocked the entire puritanical community of St.
Mary Mead. Dorothy, ready to address any doubts and
keep the honor of her distinguished family unblemished,
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decides to go to her friend Miss Marple, an occasional
detective with extraordinary intuitive skills that will
determine who and why he has committed such murder
precisely in the colonel's house.
Miss Marple: The Complete Short StoriesA Miss Marple
CollectionHarper Collins
As Miss Marple sat basking in the Caribbean sunshine,
she felt mildly discontented with life. True, the warmth
eased her rheumatism, but here in paradise nothing ever
happened. Eventually, her interest was aroused by an
old soldier’s yarn about a murderer he had known.
Infuriatingly, just as he was about to show her a
snapshot of this acquaintance, the Major was suddenly
interrupted. A diversion that was to prove fatal.
Although Gwenda and Giles Reed are determined to
solve a macabre puzzle involving a hauntingly familiar
Victorian villa and a terrifying vision of a strangled
woman, Miss Jane Marple advises them not to uncover a
long unreported murder. Reissue.
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